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Level 2 Drama, 2016
91219 Discuss drama elements, techniques, conventions 

and technologies within live performance

2.00 p.m. Friday 2 December 2016 
Credits: Four

Achievement Achievement with Merit Achievement with Excellence
Discuss drama elements, techniques, 
conventions and technologies within live 
performance.

Discuss drama elements, techniques, 
conventions and technologies within live 
performance in an informed manner.

Discuss drama elements, techniques, 
conventions and technologies within live 
performance in a perceptive manner.

Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the 
top of this page.

You should attempt ALL the questions in this booklet.

If you need more room for any answer, use the extra space provided at the back of this booklet.

Check that this booklet has pages 2–12 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.

YOU MUST HAND THIS BOOKLET TO THE SUPERVISOR AT THE END OF THE EXAMINATION.
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No part of the candidate evidence in this exemplar material 
may be presented in an external assessment for the purpose 

of gaining credits towards an NCEA qualification.



















  

Excellence exemplar 2016 

Subject: Drama Standard: 91219 Total score: 23 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

1 E8 

The theme is clearly described: “societal expectations on women in the 
1950s.” 

Detail from the play is used to show how the theme is conveyed: “Hilda is seen 
playing with her hands nervously … uses a desperate and scared tone as she 
says “The entry was a work of fiction!” 

The candidate refers to the social and historical context of the play and 
compares their own contemporary situation and societal attitudes to gender 
equality today: “The implications of the affair were evident in the court scene 
following the murder of Pauline’s mother when Hilda is forced to address her 
affair in front of the entire Christchurch community … Nowadays people are 
less judgmental than they were back in the 1950s … where women were 
completely ostracised for having an affair.” 

2 E8 

The key character is clearly described and her status at the beginning of the 
performance is explained through a detailed description of techniques. ”She 
communicated power and strength with her body by standing firmly with her 
legs, shoulder width apart, her chin pointing up, her posture very tall and her 
hands placed firmly on her hips. Her use of her body communicated a 
powerful stance and therefore, that she was a person of high status.” 

The candidate discusses ideas from the performance. “Brant originally wrote 
“Grounded” to communicate the effects of war on drone pilots and how Post 
Traumatic Stress Disorder affects … pilots.” The actor “uses status to show 
her character becoming more and more mentally unstable … Her relationship 
with herself starts off sure and strong however … (it) is ultimately destroyed 
and her status gone.” 

3 E7 

The candidate clearly describes colours used in lighting and discusses their 
effectiveness. “The colour of bright, vibrant blue was used to symbolise the 
freedom of flying a plane … blue lights were cast over the protagonist and the 
stage to make the audience feel as though they too were flying up in the big 
blue with the protagonist and therefore shared … feelings of joy and freedom 
… The use of colour changes as the blue disappears and a stale grey is 
introduced. The colour grey is used to communicate being trapped and 
unhappy … Clare’s character states “Another grey inferno”, as she goes to 
work as a drone pilot which results in her mental breakdown … Grey is 
therefore symbolic of the character’s mental instability.” 

 




